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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to secure XML traffic to
an existing XenDesktop environment. The Microsoft Internet
Information Services (IIS) is NOT installed on the Delivery
Controller with the IP address 10.110.4.10.

The organization mandates that a public certificate authority
(CA) server should be used for securing all communication
traffic.
After successfully testing the changes, the administrator will
make the necessary changes within StoreFront.
Which two steps should the administrator take to make the
necessary changes? (Choose two.)
A. Create a certificate Request
B. Create a Domain Certificate
C. Change the registry value of XmlServicesSsIPort
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\DesktopServer to 443
D. Run the command: netsh http add sslcert
ipport=10.110.4.10:443
E. Run the PowerShell command: BrokerService -WiSsIPort 443
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Look at the command output. What would be
the most probable reason for this port-ID mismatch?
Cisco 350-001 Exam
A. cabling problem
B. configuration problem
C. speed mismatch configuration
D. spanning-tree misconfiguration
Answer: A
Explanation:
As CDP has different information for Switch1 it is obvious that
there is a cabling issue Verifying Layer 2 Connectivity
Verifying Layer 2 connectivity involves checking switch ports
and each connected device at an Ethernet level, ensuring Layer
2 connectivity has been established and also checking errors
for a connection. Although all indications might be that a
Layer 2 connection is operational, it is also good to actually
confirm that Layer 2 traffic is being sent and received between
two devices. Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) provides such
functionality, verifying connectivity to locally connected
Cisco devices.
Checking Network Cabling Many physical layer connectivity
problems are caused by faulty network cabling. All cabling
between your switch and the rest of the network should be
thoroughly tested prior to implementation using a professional
cable tester. Ensure that you always use compatible cables for
the protocol you are using. A common source of cabling issue is
the incorrect use of straight-thru and crossover RJ-45 cables.
Any device to-switch connection should use a straight-thru
RJ-45 cable, while any device-todevice or switch-to-switch
connection requires the use of a crossover RJ-45 cable.
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